Varonis Announces Upcoming Integration with Box to Secure Enterprise Content in the Cloud
July 31, 2018
NEW YORK, July 31, 2018 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Varonis Systems, Inc. (NASDAQ:VRNS), a pioneer in data security and analytics, is announcing
an upcoming integration with Box, a leader in cloud content management, that will enable customers to secure and manage their data across their
cloud data stores, including Box. With this integration, customers can gain security insights specific to Box content and user activity, including file
activity, user and group management, cloud application sharing and collaboration activities, and more.
Varonis will leverage Box’s granular logging capabilities and powerful APIs to monitor activity and events on sensitive and critical data stored in Box –
this includes logins, device associations, file activity and folder activity. Box will be a supported platform in the unified VaronisData Security Platform,
giving security insight by tracking activity across platforms and providing customers with the ability to manage risk and secure their enterprise data
wherever it lives.
“Companies turning to the cloud for their expanding enterprise data storage need a unified view across all of their content repositories – data must be
protected whether it’s stored on-premises or in the cloud,” says Tami Bronner, VP of Product Management, Varonis. “Our upcoming integration with
Box will give customers the ability to monitor and analyze file activity within the Varonis platform to ensure their enterprise data is secure, just as they
would with their on-premises data.”
“Enterprises across even the most regulated industries are storing, managing and collaborating on their most critical content in the cloud with Box,”
said Niall Wall, SVP of Business Development, Box. “With the ever-changing security landscape, it’s never been more important for security teams to
have insight into how this content is being used. This integration extends Varonis’ capabilities to Box customers, allowing security teams to recognize,
analyze and act on potential threats in the Varonis platform, reducing risk and enhancing visibility.”
Additional Resources

For additional details on the Varonis solution portfolio, visit https://www.varonis.com.
Visit our blog and join the conversation on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Podcast and YouTube.
About Varonis
Varonis is a pioneer in data security and analytics, fighting a different battle than conventional cybersecurity companies. Varonis focuses on protecting
enterprise data: sensitive files and emails; confidential customer, patient and employee data; financial records; strategic and product plans; and other
intellectual property. The Varonis Data Security Platform detects insider threats and cyberattacks by analyzing data, account activity and user
behavior; prevents and limits disaster by locking down sensitive and stale data; and efficiently sustains a secure state with automation. With a focus on
data security, Varonis serves a variety of use cases including governance, compliance, classification, and threat analytics. Varonis started operations
in 2005 and, as of June 30, 2018, had approximately 6,200 customers worldwide — comprised of industry leaders in many sectors including financial
services, healthcare, public, industrial, insurance, energy and utilities, consumer and retail, education, media and entertainment and technology.
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